
Introduction
All chronically ill patients,especially those with
congestive heart failure (CHF), suffer from varied degrees
of physical and psychological disruptions. CHF affects
0.3-2% of the adult population with prevalence
increasing with age (1% of people aged >50 years, 5%
affected by age 75 years, and 25% of those aged >85
years).1 It continues to be a leading cause of
hospitalisation in the world.2 Apart from general
symptoms of the disease, sleep problems are frequently
reported in CHF patients. These include difficulties in
falling asleep, maintaining sleep and frequent midnight
or early morning awakenings with inability to go back to
sleep again.3,4 Poor or insufficient sleep has a negative
impact on the quality of life, resulting in fatigue,
irritability, impaired cognitive function and ultimately
worsening of symptoms of the underlying disease.5,6
Almost 10-70% of CHF patients experience change in
their quality of sleep which affects their overall recovery
from the disease.7 The 5-year mortality rate is as high as
up to50% despite adequate treatment.8 There is a strong

correlation of CHF patients with sleep disturbances with
clinical depression as 11-77% of hospitalised CHF
patients have clinically diagnosed depression.9-12

A number of investigations have been done to analyse
the various biomedical and psychosocial factors
affecting sleep quality and mood of these patients, but
very few studies have examined it from patient's
perspective.13-17 Separate studies have been carried out
to estimate the prevalence of poor quality sleep and
depression in patients suffering from CHF and there are
almost no studies analysing the inter-relationship and
co-occurrence of poor quality sleep and depression in
CHF.6,7,11,14

There is almost no evidence of sleep disturbances and
depression in inpatient settings in Pakistan where
hospital care is lacking and the degree of such problems
are much higher compared to the western population.
The current study is the first of its kind in Pakistan to
analyse and highlight such problems in hospitalised
CHF patients. It was planned to assess the sleep quality
and depression in hospitalised patients, and to
demonstrate the interactive role of sleep disturbance
and depression in CHF.
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Abstract
Objective: To assess the sleep pattern and depression in patients hospitalised with congestive heart failure, and to
study the correlation of poor-quality sleep and depression.
Methods: The cross-sectional, descriptive, co-relational study was conducted fromOctober 2011 toMarch 2012 and
comprised New York Heart Association Class III or IV congestive heart failure patients aged >18 years, admitted at
teaching hospitals of Rawalpindi, Pakistan. A standardised questionnaire designed in collaboration with
cardiologists and psychiatrists of Rawalpindi Medical College and allied teaching hospitals was administered to the
patients while they were hospitalised. Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index and Beck Depression Inventory questionnaire
were also used. Statistical analysis was done using SPSS 20.
Results: Of the 40 patients recruited, 26(65%) were males and 14(35%) were females. The overall mean age was
60±13 years. The mean Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index score was 15.6±3, with 37(92.5%) patients having poor sleep
quality. The mean depression score was 27.65±7.5, with all 40(100%) patients affected. Among them, 14(35.7%)
patients had severe clinical depression. Class IV congestive heart failure patients suffered from greater daytime
dysfunction (p<0.008) and poor sleep efficiency (p<0.009) compared to Class III. No association of poor sleep quality
and depression was found with previous history of smoking, diabetes and hypertension. The study revealed a
significant relationship between sleep quality and depression (p<0.005).
Conclusion: Hospitalised congestive heart failure patients suffered from poor sleep and depressive symptoms with
overall female predominance. The two symptoms were highly co-related and were more severe in Class IV patients
than in Class III. A regular screening of such patients is thus essential for prognosis.
Keywords: Congestive Heart Failure, New York Heart Association, Functional classification, Sleep quality,
Depression, Hospitalised. (JPMA 65: 264; 2015)
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Patients and Methods
The cross-sectional, descriptive, co-relational study was
conducted from October 2011 to March 2012 and
comprised New York Heart Association (NYHA) Class III or
IV CHF patients aged >18 years, admitted to the Medicine
wards or Coronary Care Units (CCU)at teaching hospitals
of Rawalpindi, Pakistan. A standardised questionnaire
designed in collaboration with cardiologists and
psychiatrists of Rawalpindi Medical College and allied
teaching hospitals was administered to the patients while
they were hospitalised. The study was approved by the
institutional ethicscommittee, and a written informed
consent was obtained from all the patients to whom the
questionaire was explained in the local language.

Data on demographics, aetiology, duration of CHF,
smoking habit and the presence of co-morbidities
(hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), Type II diabetes mellitus, peripheral vascular
disease, renal dysfunction, arthritis and cerebrovascular
accident) were collected from medical records. The body
mass index (BMI) was determined with the help of
weight in kilogrammes and height in meter square.
Patients were categorised according to theWorld Health
Organisation (WHO) classification of BMI; severely
underweight (=15 kg/m2); underweight (16-18.5 kg/m2);
normal (18.5-25 kg/m2); overweight (25-30 kg/m2); and
obese (>30 kg/m2). Smoking was defined as a history of
half pack-year or greater (during any time period within
the preceding five years).

Patients were excluded if they were unable to speak or
comply with the study protocol; were critically ill and
admitted in intensive care unit (ICU); had a severe
debilitating disease like end-stage liver disease, renal
failure or malignancies; were already enrolled in some
other study; or were exposed to any invasive intervention
within the preceding 6 months, like percutaneous
transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA), coronary
artery bypass grafting (CABG), orthotopic heart
transplantation (HTX), valve replacement etc.,or if any
such priocedure was planned for the following 3 months.
The CHF diagnosis of CHF was confirmed by physical
examination using the Framingham Criteria for CHF. It
requires the simultaneous presence of at least two major
criteria (paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnoea, neck vein
distension, acute pulmonary oedema, S3 gallop) or 1
major criterion in conjunction with 2 minor criteria
(bilateral ankle oedema, nocturnal cough, pleural
effusion and dyspnoea on ordinary exertion). The
Framingham risk score is 100% sensitive and 78% specific
for identifying persons with CHF.18

The patients were classified using the Specific Activity
Scale Functional Classification of patients with
cardiovascular diseases. It is a clinical questionnaire that
assesses the work capacity (walking down stairs with or
without weight, taking shower or dressing with or
without stopping) of a CHF patient through 5 questions
with answers in "yes" or "no" and classifies the patients in
classes I-IV accordingly.19 Only those patients which were
classified as class III and IV through the questionnaire
were chosen for the study.

Patients were asked to fill the self-rated Pittsburgh Sleep
Quality Index (PSQI) questionnaire. Those who were
unable to understand the questionnaire were briefed by
the health professional on duty. Each patient was asked to
fill all the questions and incomplete forms were excluded.

The PSQI is a self-rated questionnaire assessing sleep
quality and disturbance over a 1-month time period. It
carries 19 items that yield 7 individual scores; subjective
sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep
efficiency, sleep disturbances, use of sleep medication,
and daytime dysfunction. Each individual score has a
value from 0-3. The sum of all these scores yields the
Global PSQI score (maximum 21) which distinguishes
good sleepers from poor sleepers. Subjects having global
PSQI score of >5 are rated as poor sleepers and those with
equal or less than 5, as good sleepers.20

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) was used for the
screening and assessment of the severity of depression in
CHF patients. The questionnaire comprises 21 questions
with each question carrying 0-3 score where"0" indicates
the lowest score and "3" the highest. The total BDI score of
all the questions is 63.21 The various scores of BDI give rise
to six degrees of depression. Scores between 1-10 are
considered normal, 11-16 as mild mood disturbance, 17-
20 as borderline clinical depression, 21-30 as moderate
depression, 31-40 as severe depression and >40 as
extreme depression.

Data were analysed using SPSS 20. Frequencies and
percentages were calculated for the demographic data.
Independent sample t-test was used to compare the
means of normally distributed variables (gender, class)
between good sleepers (Global PSQI=5) and poor
sleepers (Global PSQI >5). The relationship between NYHA
class, global PSQI scores and individual sleep components
was determined by bivariant correlations (Spearman rank
correlation coefficients). The independent relationship
between sleep quality and depression was determined
with the help of linear regression with Global PSQI scores
as the independent variable and BDI scores as the
dependent variable.
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Results
Of the 40 patients recruited, 26(65%) were males and
14(35%) were females. The overall mean age was 60±13
years (Table-1).

The relationship between hypertension, smoking and
diabetes with Global PSQI scores was statistically
insignificant (p>0.05 each). On the other hand there was a
strong positive correlation between hypertension and BDI
scores (rs=0.313; p=0.049) and smoking and BDI scores
(rs=0.325; p=0.041). The relationship of diabetes and BDI
scores was insignificant (p>0.05).

According to Global PSQI scores, 3(7.5%) patients were
good sleepers (Global PSQI=5) with a mean score of
3.3±0.57. There were 37(92.5%) poor sleepers (Global PSQI
score >5) with amean of 15.6±3. Among the poor sleepers,
23(62%) weremale and 14(38%) were females. There was a
significant difference in the scores for males (13.69±4.92)
and females (16.50±2.10); t (38) =-2.028, p= 0.05.

Of the men, 18(69.2%) Class III patients had a mean PSQI
score of 12.39±5.33. Among women, 7(50%) Class III
patients had a mean PSQI score of 17.14±1.77. There were

8(30.8%) Class IV male patients with a mean PSQI score of
16.63±1.76 and 7(50%) Class IV patients with a mean PSQI
score of 15.86±2.34. The difference in Global PSQI scores
was statistically insignificant for Class III (13.72±5.071) and
Class IV (16.27±2.017) (p=0.072).

A Spearman's Rank Order correlation was run to
determine the relationship between NYHA class and
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Table-1: Demographic Details.

Demographics of Patients Gender
Male (n=26) % Female (n=14) % Total (n=40) %

Marital Status Single 1 3.8% 0 0.0% 1 2.5%
Married 24 92.3% 11 78.6% 35 87.5%
Widowed 0 0.0% 3 21.4% 3 7.5%
Divorced 1 3.8% 0 0.0% 1 2.5%

BMI Underweight 4 15.4% 1 7.1% 5 12.5%
Normal 16 61.5% 11 78.6% 27 67.5%
Overweight 5 19.2% 2 14.3% 7 17.5%
Severely Underweight 1 3.8% 0 0.0% 1 2.5%

Age (years) 30-40 1 3.8% 2 14.3% 3 7.5%
41-50 3 11.5% 4 28.6% 7 17.5%
51-60 6 23.1% 5 35.7% 11 27.5%
61-70 10 38.5% 2 14.3% 12 30.0%
71-85 6 23.1% 1 7.1% 7 17.5%

Smoker Yes 15 57.7% 0 0.0% 15 37.5%
No 11 42.3% 14 100.0% 25 62.5%

Diabetes Yes 10 38.5% 7 50.0% 17 42.5%
No 16 61.5% 7 50.0% 23 57.5%

Hypertension Yes 24 92.3% 13 92.9% 37 92.5%
No 2 7.7% 1 7.1% 3 7.5%

Aetiology Ischaemic 14 53.8% 6 42.9% 20 50.0%
Non Ischaemic 12 46.2% 8 57.1% 20 50.0%

Class I 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
II 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
III 18 69.2% 7 50.0% 25 62.5%
IV 8 30.8% 7 50.0% 15 37.5%

BMI: Body Mass Index.

Table-2: Relationship of NYHA class with daytime dysfunction and sleep efficiency.

PSQI Sleep Component NYHA Class
Correlation coefficient (rs) P value

Sleep Duration 0.291 0.068
Sleep Disturbance 0.257 0.110
Sleep Latency 0.177 0.275
Daytime Dysfunction 0.461 0.008*
Sleep Efficiency 0.409 0.009*
Overall Sleep Quality 0.231 0.152
PSQI Final Scores 0.221 0.171

*Statistically significant
NYHA: New York Heart Association
PSQI: Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index.



Global PSQI score along with 6 other component scores,
subjective sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration,
habitual sleep efficiency, sleep disturbances and daytime
dysfunction. NYHA class was positively correlated only
with daytime dysfunction (rs = 0.416; p<0.01) and
habitual sleep efficiency (rs=0.409; p<0.01) (Table-2).

The overall mean depression score was 27.65±7.5 (range:
12-39). There was no patient with normal mental state
(BDI: 1-10) or extreme depression (BDI: >40). Four (10%)
patients had mild mood disturbance (BDI: 11-16), 3(7.5%)
had borderline clinical depression (BDI: 17-20), 18(45%)
had moderate depression (BDI: 21-30) and 15(37.5%) had
severe depression (BDI: 31-40). Depression was more
prevalent in females (31±8.43) compared to males
(26±8.23).

Depression symptoms increased with the NYHA class of
heart failure. Among the 25 NYHA Class III patients, 4(16%)
had mild mood disturbance, 2(8%) had borderline clinical

depression, 10(40%) had moderate depression and
9(36%) had severe depression. Among the 15 Class IV
patients, 1(6.7%) had borderline clinical
depression,8(53.3%) had moderate and 6(40%) had
severe depression (Table-3).

Linear regression analysis showed that PSQI scores
significantly predicted the severity of depression (r2
=0.187; p=0.005). Sleep duration (rs=0.311; p=0.05), sleep
disturbance (rs=0.314; p=0.048) and sleep efficiency
(rs0.425; p=0.006) were also positively correlated with the
depression.

Discussion
Our study revealed a high degree of poor sleep quality
and depression with an overall female predominance and
the severity of problems increasing sharply with the class
of CHF. As many as 92.5% patients in the study showed
poor sleep patterns which was quite alarming. Majority of
the patients showed disruptions in sleep duration, sleep
latency, daytime dysfunction and total sleep efficiency.
Two studies conducted in Taiwan had similar results
showing 74% and 81% prevalence of sleep disturbancesin
their patient sample respectively.22,23 Another study
having a sample of 84 had similar results with some
patients requiring the use of medication to help them
sleep.14 This is once again very much related to our study
as 30% patients in our study used sleep-inducing
medication.

All patients had BDI scores of>10 (normal <10) with mean
score of 27.65±7.5. The high rate of depression found in
the current study is in line with the findings from studies
conducted in Western populations.12,13 The results were
also similar to a study carried out in central China
demonstrating a 60% depression prevalence in
hospitalised CHF patients.24 Also, 37.5% patients in our
study showed severe clinical depression which is in line
with a study which demonstrated that 35% of the
hospitalised patients had BDI scores greater than 10, and
14% of these patients met criteria for major depression.25
In 2006, a meta-analysis of 27 studies showed 2%
prevalence of clinically significant depression in similar
population.26

Regarding the gender characteristic, the Global PSQI
scores in our study was higher among women. This
indicated that sleep disturbances were more prevalent
amongst females than males. This is consistent with the
findings of a previous study done in Brazil.27 However,
these results show a disagreement with some studies
proving a male predominance in developing sleep
changes.28 The difference can be attributed to the
different methods used to evaluate sleep patterns.
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Table-3: Global PSQI and BDI scores of patients.

Demographics of Patients Global PSQI Score BDI Score
Mean ±SD Mean ±SD

Gender Male 14±4.92 26±8.23
Female 17±2.10 31±8.43
Total 15±4.34 28±8.48

Marital Status Single 17 35
Married 14±4.49 28±8.81
Widowed 17±2.52 30±6.93
Divorced 17 29

BMI Underweight 14±6.20 20±8.09
Normal 15±3.97 30±8.11
Overweight 14±5.12 25±6.63
Severely Underweight 16 36

Age (years) 30-40 13±8.39 25±10.02
41-50 16±2.56 32±10.14
51-60 15±2.24 28±8.84
61-70 14±5.43 27±8.59
71-85 15±4.72 27±6.48

Smoker Yes 14±5.42 24±7.43
No 15±3.53 30±8.47

Diabetes Yes 15±3.36 28±10.17
No 14±5.01 28±7.20

Hypertension Yes 15±4.52 27±8.46
No 15±0.00 36±4.16

Aetiology Ischaemic 15±4.76 27±7.04
Non-Ischaemic 15±3.99 29±9.79

Class I - -
II - -
III 14±5.07 26±7.86
IV 16±2.02 31±8.90

PSQI: Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index
BDI: Beck's Depression InventoryBMI: Body Mass Index.



Similarly, the BDI scores for depression in our study
proved that a higher percentage of females developed a
depressive episode with 42.9% developing severe
depression as opposed to 34.6% of males developing the
same degree of depression. A study done in 2003 found
similar results and in 2006 a study in Europe reported a
48% prevalence rate of depression amongst women as
opposed to 36% in males hospitalised with CHF.13,29

Degree of impairment of sleep quality and severity of
depressionwas found to varywith the severity of CHF such
that those having Class III and IV CHF on NYHA
classification had more aggravated symptoms of sleep
quality and depression. Previous studies had reported
similar results.13,22,24,30 Of the other studied variables, age,
BMI, previous history of smoking, hypertension and
diabetes were not found to have any association with poor
quality of sleep. This has been previously demonstrated in
a study.14 However, this was in contradiction of one study
stating that these variables added 10% contribution to the
sleep problems in heart failure.31

Though the other factors didn't seem to be significant
predictors of depressive symptoms in CHF, it was
observed that patients younger than 60 years tend to
have more depression than older patients probably
because younger age combined with the burden of the
disease makes them more vulnerable to developing a
clinically significant depression.13 The results are difficult
to be compared as most of the studies have been carried
out in older hospitalised patients. We could find only two
researches comprising patients from all age groups
having similar results.13,24 In one study,24 patients with
hypertension, diabetes and a smoking history had more
depression than those who didn't, which is contradictory
to our results and may be attributed to the different
methodology and a greater sample size. Finally, the linear
regression scatter plot showed a direct relationship
between sleep and depression. Those having greater
sleep problems hadmore severe depression. One study32
found similar results of a significant relationship between
sleep quality and depression.

Identification of sleep problems and the development of
depressive episodes is important as both tend to be
ignored and fall short of treatment and care in all
chronically ill patients. These need to be addressed at the
time of admission, during the hospital stay and after
discharge as these unrecognised problems are usually
associatedwith worsening of symptoms of the underlying
disease, hospital re-admissions and increased
mortality.26,33-35 The physicians must take time out of their
busy schedule and focus on assessing the sleep patterns,

day time naps, daily physical and social activities, the level
of sadness/depression, reactions to sleep loss and any
external or internal factor that might be the cause of
potentiating or recurrance of poor sleep and depression
in these patients. The physician may refer the patients to
sleep specialists for the evaluation of their problem and
intervention. Possible interventions include teaching
sleep hygiene and exercises to the patients that promote
sleep and help relieve anxiety. Also, in severe cases,
hypnotic medications may be advised. Whatever be the
case, the goal must be to maintain an optimum quality
and quantity of sleep and mood of these patients.

The major limitation of the current study was its small
sample size. This can be attributed to two major reasons.
First, our sample only included hospitalised patients of
Class III and IV severity from Rawalpindi and adjacent
areas. Patients presenting to the out-patient department
(OPD) were not included. Secondly, the time duration of
the study was only six months due to limited resources.
Moreover, we had planned to go for detailed sleep study
and ploysomnography of these patients, but there was no
financial funding to carry out such detailed studies on a
larger scale. We recognise the fact that large-scale sleep
studies are required for proper assessment of sleep in CHF
patients. Previous studies aimed at predicting the various
factors associated with sleep disturbance and depression,
and studied different variables to support their findings.
On the other hand, the interest of our study was to
evaluate the quality of sleep and its association with
depression in CHF. Our study only focused on hospitalised
patients and so a study comparison with the general
population is necessary to draw significant conclusions.
Finally, it was a cross-sectional study and therefore could
not assess the impact of the findings over time. Thus,
longitudinal studies are required for further in-depth
investigation. A large-scale survey should be undertaken
in order to assess the true prevalence of sleep and mood
disturbances in chronicly ill patients.

Conclusion
Poor quality sleep and depression are highly prevalent in
patients with CHF and play an interactive role in overall
disease prognosis. Not only CHF, sleep and depression
problems can arise in other chronic diseases as well which
requires large-scale surveys and appropriate
interventions. Pharmacological interventions help control
the symptoms of underlying heart failure, but sleep
disturbances and depression remainpoorly treated.
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